Colin Powell became another Marxist-crooked-liar like his fellow Marxist former Secretary of State Hillary Clinton. Last week Powell said:

“There is nothing [Trump] can say that will sway black VOTERS... He takes us for idiots. He can never overcome what he tried to do to Obama (Soetoro) with his search for the birth certificate... the whole birther movement was racist... And for him to say yesterday that within four years he would have 95% of blacks voting for him is schizo fantasy.”

Such a statement shows his contempt for the U.S. Constitution. Powell seems to be unaware that a requirement for POTUS is that the candidate MUST be a US Citizen.

Art II - “...No person except a natural born Citizen, or a Citizen of the United States...”

Powell is ignorant enough to NOT know that Soetoro admitted on his book jacket that he was BORN IN KENYA! And this book jacket also claimed his “dad” was a “Kenyan Finance Minister.” Soetoro was NOT a natural born citizen nor even a “citizen” of the U.S.A. but instead, Soetoro was only a citizen of Kenya and Indonesia. To wit, it is just Comrade Colin Powell that dwells in a “schizo fantasy!”
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